An investigation of the electrochemical cycle of bacteriorhodopsin analogs with the modified ring.
5,6-Epoxy-, 4-methoxy-, 4-hydroxy-, and 3,4-dehydrobacteriorhodopsins can generate delta psi coupled to a photochemical cycle with intermediate M. The kinetics of delta psi comprises three main electrogenic phases: the fast small negative, the microsecond, and the millisecond positive phases. The photocycle efficiency is lower in all the analogs. The photocycle is modified insignificantly only in 3,4-dehydrobacteriorhodopsin. In the other pigments the decay of the flash-induced bleaching in the chromophore main absorption band is slower than the decay of M or long-wave intermediates, especially in the 4-hydroxy analog. In the latter analog, such distinctions, according to delta pH measurements, are partly due to deceleration of the decay of the novel intermediate (P). In 5,6-epoxybacteriorhodopsin, at all wavelengths, the decay of the intermediates takes seconds upon M formation. According to our and literature data, no bacteriorhodopsin analogs are known to have a cycle which preserves the M-intermediate and does not transport a proton.